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“You are free to eat from any tree

in the garden.1”

“Then god said I give

you every seed beating plant on the

face of the whole earth and every tree

that has fruit with seed in it. They will

be your food...I give you every green

plant for food.2”



(Resident) 

By hand 



Orion



'There is no conclusive evi- dence of

Aryan inmigration into India from outside,

according to Indian historians, linguists and

archaeologists who participated in the in-

ternational seminar in Dashambe, the capi-

tal of Soviet Republic of Tajikistan. Dr. N.

R. Banerjee, Director of national Museum

and a member of the Indian delegation, said



that Indian scholars made out this point at

the seminar and the papers presented by

them were very much appreciated. The

seminar was held under the acgies of

UNESCO to discuss the problem of ethnic

movement during the second millenium B.

C. Nienty delegates from the Soviet Union,

West Germany, Iran, Pakistan and India at-

tended. The seven member Indian delegation

was led by Prof, B. B. Lal, Director of Ad-

vanced Studies. It was pointed out by Indian

scholars that the archaeological material

associated with Aryans in different regions

and periods in India did not show any links

with the archaeological survival of the Ary-

ans in Afghanistan, Iran and Central Asia."

 T. Burroww

"The Aryan invasion of

India is recorded in no written document and

it cannot yet be traced archaeologically."

Quoted from The Early Aryans published in

cultural History of India, edited by A. L.

Basham, published by Clarandon Press ox-

ford, 1975

Excavations



"Mr. Vishnu Shridhar, Vakankar former

Head of the Archaeology Department of

Ujjain (Vikram) University, claimed here on

Thursday that he had successfully made a

break through in solving the mystery of the

writing of the seal found in the Indus Valley

civilisation of Harappa and Mohenjodaro.

He claimed that the Indus Valley civilisation

script was original to India and its roots are

found in the Aryan Civilisation".

He challenged foreign claims that the

Indus Valley Civilisation was non-Aryan by

stating that recent results were based on

computers".

TIMES
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'" His survey (conducted by 30

experts drawn from different disciplines like

archaeology. geology, history, folklore etc.)

when completed might even drastically

change the popular conception among his-

torians that Aryans invaded India from Cen-

tral Asia etc."



Scientists (Prof. Nagi and Prof.

Zumberg of the University of Arizona) have

found traces of ancient life and matter dat-

ing back to w,x®® million years. The dis-

covery was made in rocks found in rooks

found in Transaval area of South Africa, xw®

K.M. north of Johansberg-The Tribune, 13th

July 1975.
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